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Small businesses always want to grab the idea of the week. And small business 
owners are absolutely the worst at this because they’re doing a hundred things.

So the shiny object that makes the most noise this week is now the marketing plan. The 
thing is, if a business owner gets the strategy part right in marketing, he or she can surround 
it with just about any set of tactics that are performed and measured consistently. That’s how 
important the strategy piece is.

There are two very significant components to getting a marketing strategy down for 
a business: to narrow focus down to an ideal client, and to find some way to clearly 
differentiate one’s business.

Now those may not sound like earth-shattering ideas, but most businesses don’t think about 
them as thoroughly as they should.

  DEFINE THE IDEAL CLIENT

Many small businesses try to be all things to all people and find it hard to really  
focus or succeed at serving narrowly defined market segments. Small businesses 
don’t necessarily intend to be all things; it just sort of happens from a lack of focus 
and a prospect on the phone asking for some help in an area that’s not really the 
business’ thing.

While it may seem like growth to take on a new customer, if that customer isn’t a good fit, 
it can actually stunt real growth. In some cases, trying to work with customers who are not 
ideal clients can lead to such a bad experience for both your business and the customer that 
you actually create vocal detractors for your business.

Most businesses are best suited to serve a narrowly defined market segment – a sweet spot. 
This doesn’t mean the sweet spot won’t grow, evolve and change altogether over time, but at 
any given time there exists a set, ideal client for most businesses. 

The trick is to discover what that ideal client looks like in the most specific way possible, and 
then build an entire marketing strategy around attracting more of these.

Strategy Before Tactics

STEP 1 “Strategy without tactics is the slowest route to victory. 
Tactics without strategy is the noise before defeat.”– Sun Tzu
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For some, an ideal client might simply be a subset of people who can afford what you  
offer. For others, the ideal client might be comprised of six to eight long-term clients. 
In the latter, a company is probably better off working with people who are a perfect fit 
or life may get miserable.

A perfect fit may mean that the customer has the kind of need your company can really help 
with, but it also might mean the client values your unique approach and treats your staff with 
the respect the relationship deserves. A multiple red flag client, taken because they said they 
can pay, will suck the life out of a small business faster than almost any other dynamic.

A less than ideal client can also come in the form of a person with whom a company would 
love to work, but they just don’t really have the need that matches what the business does 
best. Think of a good friend or relative who works for an organization that’s not a good fit, or 
buddy at your golf club who has a company you would like to help, but doesn’t have  
the resources.

The 5 steps below, applied to a current 
client base and worked in order, will tell  
small businesses more about their true 
ideal client than any marketing class or 
book ever will.

1.  Find your most profitable clients.

2.  From the above group, identify those  
that refer.

3.  From that even smaller group, find 
common demographic characteristics

4.  Take the time now to understand the 
behaviour that makes them ideal.

5.  Draw a fully developed biographical 
sketch to use as a marketing guide.
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  DIFFERENTIATE THE BUSINESS

Small businesses absolutely must find or create, as part of their strategy, a way  
to differentiate their business from all the other businesses that claim to do the  
same thing.

This isn’t necessarily a new concept, but it’s one of the hardest to get businesses to actually 
do. Everyone wants to think what they do is so unique. Unfortunately, in most cases, it’s 
something that everyone either can or does claim as well.

Here’s a good way to get a sense of this idea. Cut and paste the first paragraph of your top 
five competitors’ websites, blacking out all references to names, and then pass the document 
around the office to see if anyone can recognize which company each paragraph belongs to. 
Chances are, the descriptions will be nearly impossible to tell apart.

One of the most effective bits of research you can conduct to help find what really sets your 
organization apart is to sit down and interview a handful of your best customers. 

Ask them these questions:

If your customer simply tells you that you provide great service, then push a bit with 
questions such as:

 What made you decide to hire us?

 What’s one thing we do better than others like us?

 What’s one thing we could do better?

 Would you refer us or do you refer us?

 If you would refer us, what would you say?

 What does good service look like?

 Tell me a story, or a time when we provided  
good service.

 What did that entail?
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It’s amazing how quickly core differences come to the surface, directly from the mouth 
of a satisfied customer. Look for common threads that surface in conversations, then 
develop a core message that supports those themes. It’s not easy because business 
owners often want to be like everyone else; they don’t want to be the different kid. 
Everybody in our industry talks about their services in the same way, so that’s what 
business owners think they need to do.

Stepping outside the box is essential. It’s actually how businesses charge a premium for their 
services and products. It’s also one of the hardest things to do.

If your business is receiving phone calls and inquiries, and one of the first questions 
is, “How much?” there’s a really good chance you’re not differentiating your business.

If prospects can’t tell how the business is different, they’re going to use the one measure that 
makes sense: price. As many small business owners have discovered, competing on price is 
not fun. There’s always going to be someone willing to go out of business faster.

What people like most may not sound unique or sexy. It might be the unique products 
and services, but often it’s a company’s way of delivering an experience. It’s the people, 
guarantees, packaging, brand promotion, and special touches. It is how the company 
positions its business to solve a problem that everybody in the industry is having. That’s what 
people buy.
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  CASE STUDY:  
HOW ONE ARCHITECT 
DIFFERENTIATED

Once upon a time, an architect was asked 
what he did for a living. “I’m an architect.  
I design buildings,” he replied. When 
pressed further, he bragged, “No one else 
knows how to design a building like I do.”

Yet, when the architect’s customers were 
asked what he did, they said, “We expected 
good design. But let me tell you what he 
really does. He helps us cut through all the 
City Hall red tape and that gets us paid 
faster.” The first three customers all said 
essentially the same thing.

Now when asked what he does for a living, the architect replies, “I help you get paid  
faster. Sure, I’m an architect, but I also help you cut through City Hall red tape. I’m the 
contractor’s architect.” By embracing his new message, the architect’s business went from a 
second or third tier player to the #1 commercial architect in his market. That’s the power of 
differentiation.

Most marketers are familiar with the concept of the Marketing Funnel: a whole bunch of 
leads are loaded into the top of a funnel, and they’re choked until a few buyers squeeze  
out the small end. With the introduction of Twitter and Facebook, people are even hungrier 
for more leads. The game is always about putting more and more leads into the top of  
the funnel.

But what good are leads if they aren’t converted into sales, repeat business and referrals? 
What if, through remarkable customer experience, a company had the ability to retain  
the same clients and generate a significant number of new leads and referrals from those 
happy customers?

When it comes to lead referral generation, the customer experience is it.

The buyer journey suggests that there’s a logical progression through which every customer 
comes to know, like, and trust a company. Once that occurs, the customer then decides to 
try, buy, repeat, and refer. The diagram on the following page illustrates the logical path a 
lead should follow to participate in a fully developed Buyer Journey. This concept is one  
of the key elements of the Content Box Marketing System.
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The Buyer Journey

STEP 2 “When it comes to lead referral generation,
the customer experience is it.” –John Jantsch
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  BUYER JOURNEY

When one overlays the Content Box Marketing System definition of marketing: 
 – “getting someone who has a need to know, like and trust you” – with the intentional 
act of turning know, like and trust into try, buy, repeat, and refer, the entire logical  
path for moving someone from initial awareness to advocate becomes a very  
simple process.

The key is to systematically develop touch points, processes and product/service offerings 
for each of the 7 phases of the buyer journey.

 Know ads, articles, and referred leads

 Like website, reception, and email newsletter

 Trust marketing kit, white papers, and sales presentations

 Try webinars, evaluations, and nurturing activities

 Buy fulfilment, new customer kit, delivery, and financial arrangements

 Repeat post customer survey, cross-sell presentations,and quarterly events

 Refer results reviews, partner introductions, peer-2-peer webinars,  
and community building

Far too many businesses attempt to go from KNOW to BUY and wonder why it’s so hard. By 
creating ways to gently move someone to trust, and perhaps even creating low cost offerings 
as trials, the ultimate conversion to buy gets so much easier.

In order to start thinking about the buyer journey concept and current gaps, one 
should ponder these questions:

 What is the free or trial offering?

 What is the starter offering?

 What is the “make it easy to switch” offering?

 What is the core offering?

 What are the add-ons to increase value?

 What are the members-only offerings?

 What are the strategic partner pairings?

1

2

3

4

5

6

7
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By now small business owners are tired of hearing the phrase, “Content is King.” 
As true as it may be, today’s prospects instinctively gravitate to search engines to 
answer all their burning questions. The mistake many businesses make is that even if 
they churn out continuous content, they don’t make it part of their overall strategy.

Your content and publishing efforts must be focused on achieving two things: building trust 
and educating. These two categories of content strategy must be delivered through the 
creation of very specific forms of content, not simply through sheer volume. Every business  
is now a publishing business, so you must start to think like one.

  CONTENT THAT BUILDS TRUST

 Blog — Blogs are the absolute starting point for content strategy because they make 
content production, syndication and sharing so easy. The search engines love blog 
content, not to mention the fact that blogs allow one to produce and organise a great 
deal of editorial thinking. Content produced on a blog can easily be expanded and 
adapted to become content for articles, workshops and eBooks.

 Social Media — The first step in the social media content game is to claim all the 
free opportunities to create social media profiles on sites like LinkedIn and Facebook. 
Also claim your profiles within the Business Week, Entrepreneur and Inc. magazine 
communities. Building rich profiles, and optimising links, images and videos that point 
back to the main site is an important part of the content strategy play.

 Reviews — Ratings and reviews sites such as Yelp!, MerchantCircle and CitySearch 
have become mainstream, user-generated content hubs. The fact that Google, 
Yahoo and Bing all allow others to rate and review businesses makes these sites an 
increasingly important category of content that savvy businesses must participate 
in. Businesses will never have total control over this category, but ignoring it may be 
one of the most damaging forces for a brand. Proactive, aggressive monitoring of this 
channel is a must.

 Testimonials — Customer testimonials are a powerful form of content. Every  
business today should seek customer content in multiple forms: written, audio and 
video. This content adds important trust-building endorsements and makes for great 
brand building assets on Google and YouTube.

Publish Educational Content

STEP 3 “Your content and publishing efforts must be focused on achieving 
two things: building trust and educating. ” –John Jantsch
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  CONTENT THAT EDUCATES

 The Point of View White Paper — Every business should have a well developed 
core story that’s documented in the form of a white paper or eBook. This content 
must dive deeply into what makes a firm different, what the secret sauce is, how the 
company approaches customer service, and why the firm does what it does. This 
idea is expounded upon in the Referral Engine. This is the primer for a company’s 
educational content push.

 Seminars — Today, people want information packaged in ways that will help them 
get what they want. Presentations, workshops and seminars (online and off) are 
tremendous ways to provide education with the added punch of engagement. Turning 
one’s point of view white paper into a 45-minute, value packed session  
is one of the most effective ways to generate, nurture, and convert leads.

 FAQs — There are those who want to know very specific things about the company 
or approach, and these learners get the most value out of the traditional “frequently 
asked questions” approach. There’s no denying the value of information packaged 
in this format. Go beyond the questions that routinely get asked and include those 
that should get asked but don’t, particularly the ones that help position the company 
favourably against the competition.

 Success Stories — Building rich examples of actual clients succeeding through the 
use of the product or service offerings is a tremendous way to help people learn from 
other individuals and businesses just like them. When prospects see themselves in a 
success story, they can more easily arrive at a place where they  
can imagine getting those same results. This is another form of content that begs to 
be produced in video.

All of the above elements should be built into a marketing plan with a process to 
create, update and curate each other.
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Content Integration for Generating Leads
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Make Your Website  
the Centre of Your Marketing

STEP 4 “Create a total web presence... or face extinction!”
–John Jantsch

There was a time, just a few short years ago really, when small businesses finally 
concluded they must use the web to supplement their marketing efforts and create 
another potential channel for marketing messages.

Today’s business must evolve that thinking radically again—or face extinction. The onslaught 
of social media use didn’t simply create another set of marketing tactics; it signalled, to  
those viewing it strategically, a shift in the marketing landscape that has become 
preposterously evident. 

The Web and digital interactivity now represent the centre of the marketing universe. 
Most marketing decisions must start and end there. Today’s small business must view its 
marketing strategies and tactics with an eye on growing the online centre and radiating 
beyond with spokes that facilitate most of the offline transactional functions that drive sales 
and service.

All businesses, regardless of industry, have become what we like to refer to as O2O (online 
to offline) businesses. Their primary marketing objectives are focused on driving people  
online to engage offline. In that effort, the online core web presence has significantly 
heightened responsibilities.
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Furthermore:

 While advertising was used primarily to create a sale or enhance an image, it must 
now be used to create awareness about web content.

 While SEO was primarily a function of optimising a web site, it must now be a 
function of optimising brand assets across social media.

 While lead generation used to consist of broadcasting messages, it must now rely 
heavily on being found in the right place at the right time.

 While lead conversion often consisted of multiple sales calls to supply information,  
it must now supplement web information gathering with value delivery.

 While referrals used to be a simple matter of passing a name along, referrals now 
rely heavily on an organization’s online reputation, ratings and reviews.

 While physical store location has always mattered, now the online location for the 
local business has become a life and death matter.

If you are still looking at marketing efforts in a linear way – with online tactics falling 
somewhere in line – it’s essential that you change this view entirely. Today’s business 
owner must build a marketing strategy with the online engagement at the centre. 
Only then can the small business create the strong foundation that will carry the company’s 
marketing efforts into the next decade.
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Total Online Presence
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Build a Lead Generation Funnel

STEP 5 “Small businesses must think more in terms of being found 
and less in terms of finding.” –John Jantsch

Traditional lead generation tactics—directory advertising, trade show participation, 
half page print ads—are quickly losing appeal with small business owners. There are 
two very good reasons for this decline:

1. Traditional methods are some of the most expensive.

2. Traditional methods are proving less effective in terms of lead generation.

Message and information overload, technology to block ads (Caller ID, TiVo,  
XM Radio) and the availability of information may make traditional and more expensive 
outbound marketing efforts a thing of the past.

Small businesses must change the way they think about and approach lead generation. 
They must think more in terms of being found and less in terms of finding. People are still 
looking for solutions, trying out new services and buying things they want, but they’ve just 
changed how they go about doing it. In a way, the control of message consumption has 
changed with it.

Technology has made the phone directory 
pocket-portable. There is no need to travel 
to the trade show because the interactive 
demo is on YouTube, blogs, search engines, 
LinkedIn and social media sites. All the 
product information, answers and reviews 
one could ever consume are delivered 
without ever leaving home.

So, in order to generate leads and be found, 
businesses must put themselves in the path 
of people who are learning about, asking 
about, and shopping about their particular 
industries. Lead generation does not need 
to be done exclusively online. This advice 
should not lead businesses to conclude that 
they shouldn’t use advertising at all. 
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What business owners should understand is that their online presence is the hub of 
education, and that online and offline advertising, lead generation platforms, PR and 
referral systems must utilise this presence to its fullest potential.

One can think of it as lighting candles along dark paths so that weary travellers can discover 
the company in the dark. Those candles are the education-based entries in social media 
hubs like LinkedIn, Twitter and Facebook – gentle guides of introduction. They are the PR 
efforts and articles, written to illuminate one’s expertise. They are the blog posts, designed to 
attract surfers looking for the way. They are the strategic partnerships, alignments that evoke 
trust. They are the web conferences, providing interactive discussions with customers and 
prospects. They are the community-building events, places where candles can be re-lit  
and shared.

You can no longer sit back, dump an offer in the mail and start working the phones. You’ve 
got to build your inbound marketing machine and start taking advantage of the power of 
information, networking, trust, connection, and community to generate leads.

Today’s integrated lead generation funnel is a systematic approach to generating 
leads. It’s the process of funnelling your target audience through 3 distinct stages 
until they decided to buy. 

Top of the Funnel — This stage is all about building awareness and pushing your 
advertising, content, and organic assets to meet your target audience wherever 
they are online. This is your company’s first contact with a potential lead and you 
get to have the opportunity to “introduce” yourself to a future buyer.

Middle of the Funnel — At this stage, you’re pushing the same tactics as you 
would be with the top of the funnel, but you are more specific, based on the 
interests and engagement of your leads. The audience size will narrow at this 
stage, allowing you to customise the journey as much as possible.

Bottom of the Funnel — At this stage, you’ve turned random website visitors 
into leads and started to build a strong relationship with them. They trust your 
company and need a final push to become paying customers. Optimal content at 
this stage consists of trial extensions, demos, consultations, and discount offers.

While most businesses find they develop a primary lead generation tactic, it’s the thoughtful 
combination of repeated contacts, consistently placed, that leads to the greatest long term, 
trust building marketing.

1

2

3
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Make Selling a System

STEP 6 “The lack of a semblance of a systematic approach to
selling is the biggest weakness for most small businesses.” –John Jantsch

Often times, the quickest way to make an impact on an organisation’s marketing 
results is to go to work on the lead conversion or sales process.

The lack of any semblance of a systematic approach to selling is the biggest weakness for 
most small businesses. The focus of marketing is almost always on generating more leads. 
While leads are certainly important, the obsession with generating them consumes  
a significant amount of time and money.

Installing a sales system, one that everyone in the organisation who is involved in selling 
operates, is the fastest way to improve overall marketing results. We’re assuming you’ve 
also narrowly defined your ideal client , created a significant way to differentiate your 
business, and are consistently building trust through educational content.

The end result for most businesses we work with is that we dramatically reduced the number 
of leads they are chasing (decreased expense) while also dramatically increasing the 
number of leads they are converting to customers (increased revenue).

If you’re moving prospects logically through the Buyer Journey, you will notice that by 
the time they get serious about a buying decision, they’ve already sold themselves. This 
approach almost makes selling a non issue and delivers stunningly high conversation rates.

Below are the essential ingredients needed to 
operate your lead conversion system:

 Discovery — You must have a planned 
response when a lead asks for more 
information. I know this sounds obvious, but 
few businesses do more than react. In order 
to move prospects, you must have a call to 
action, education plan, and filter that helps 
qualify and direct leads to the next step. 
This is a significant step and one that can 
help you stop chasing the wrong leads while 
also giving you an opportunity to create a 
unique experience. Interrupt the norm for your 
industry here and you’ll help further cement 
how you’re different.
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 Presentation — Once a prospect determines they need to know more about your 
specific offerings, either by way of a demo or sales call, it’s important that you have 
a set way to present your organization. This is a point where many sales folks go out 
and try to answer the questions that prospects have. The problem with this approach 
is most prospects don’t know what questions they should have, so it’s really up to 
you to start adding value in the relationship by presenting what you know is useful, 
while also discovering their unique challenges. This is part scripted, part art, but it 
should be practiced consistently across the organization.

 Nurturing — Depending on the buying habits of your ideal customer or sales cycle 
for your particular industry, you will need a systematic approach for keeping leads 
as they move towards a buying decision. This is a place where technology can 
certainly help you make automated contacts via email or snail mail. Creating planned 
education events, such as online seminars and peer-to-peer panel discussions, is 
another very effective way to nurture leads and continue to educate.

 Transaction — For many in selling, the game ends when the customer says yes. 
Your lead generation conversion system must be created in a way that delivers the 
same experience once a prospect becomes a customer as was delivered throughout 
the courting period. The best way to do this is though a planned orientation process 
where you continue the educational approach by teaching the customer how to get 
the most from what they’ve agreed to buy. This can be through a simple training 
video or a more elaborate new customer process, but this important step leads to a 
smooth transition from prospect to customer and often sets the tone for additional 
purchases and referrals.

 Review — Your selling system won’t be complete until you create a process 
that allows you to measure and communicate the results your customers are 
experiencing. One of the best ways to do this is through some form of planned 
results review process. By setting the expectation for this process up front, you send 
a very strong signal that results matter, but you also get the opportunity to address 
issues that didn’t go as expected, as well as collect client success stories and 
testimonials from your happiest clients.
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Living By the Calendar

STEP 7 “We are what we repeatedly do. 
Marketing, then is not an act, but a habit.”–Aristotle

It’s tough to get around to marketing. We get it. You didn’t start your business 
because you were dying to get your hands dirty with blogging, copywriting, and 
selling. But you soon found out that your business would die if you did not.  
So, what to do?

The secret to getting marketing done is to make it a habit. Or, if we may roughly paraphrase 
Aristotle – “We are what we repeatedly do.” Marketing, then is not an act, but a habit. Most of 
us have more experience trying to break a bad habit than establish a good one. The secret is 
to create a system and practice until it becomes second nature.

When it comes to marketing, we’ve learned that small business owners can move 
towards making marketing a habit by doing these three things.

 Monthly themes — Choose one marketing need – redo your website, write your 
marketing kit, create a new customer process – and make it the theme for that month. 
You can even plan out the next six months this way and you’ll stand a better chance 
of actually getting these done. This is a great idea when it comes to getting your entire 
staff focused on one thing. The problem comes when we try to do it all at once. We 
get overwhelmed and don’t get anything done. Make it simple, take the long view, and 
watch what happens.

 Weekly reviews — When it comes 
right down to it, once you’re clear on 
your marketing strategy, marketing itself 
becomes a set of projects. When you 
start to look at marketing as the habit 
of focusing on a group of projects, you 
can begin to break those projects down 
into action steps or tasks. Your weekly 
marketing review should include everyone 
in your organisation and post the simple 
question, “What needs to be done next?” 
to each project on your plate.

  Daily appointments — While you may have many things on your daily calendar,  
make it a habit to schedule one time slot dedicated solely to marketing each day.  
This is the only way to keep the focus where it belongs – on constant advancement  
and improvement.

1
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Meet the Team

MEET THE CONDUCTOR

After recognizing the challenges businesses face when putting  
together marketing plans and their implementation, Stacy Farrell  
created Content Box.

Stacy is our creative spark, creating marketing music one project at a 
time. With a career of expertise in education, design, business marketing 
and strategic communications sectors, she’s the power that fuels our 
clients’ successes.

Stacy has worked in the Asia Pacific B2B sectors and in business 
management in Australia’s education industry. A veteran in the business, 
she’s worked with TAFE NSW, Sydney University, The Xella Group, 
Which Property, Western International School and many others.

HERE’S OUR ENGINEER

Gregor Lochtie keeps the engine running with his uncanny ability to 
help businesses achieve their goals with strategic insight, business 
development and growth. Experienced in international markets, 
he’s achieved double digit sales and financial growth for blue chip 
multinationals. 

With extensive work experience in Asian markets heading up large 
teams and driving change, Gregor knows what businesses need. Also, 
a business owner, he understands how to manage change in a number 
of industries. He’s helped companies like American Express, Morgan 
Stanley, Mastercard, Motorola, Sony and others pivot and grow.

MEET OUR CREATIVE MAGICIAN

Deborah Valencia is our chief designer, turning what could be boring 
visuals into creative masterpieces. Her ability to conceptualise, interpret 
and stay on brand, sets her aside from much of the competition. Working 
across a wide range of industries, she brings to life the creative magic 
that Content Box has become known for.

OUR CONTENT CREATORS & EDITORS

Content Box has a team of highly skilled content copywriters.  
Our writers are matched to clients based on the article brief, their 
industry knowledge, experience and proven track record. All content is 
released only after multiple rounds of proof reading and editing.
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Have you ever wondered if the marketing you are doing currently is effective? Would 
you like someone to evaluate those activities – and make recommendations to tweak 
and make those activities more effective?

We’ve created a “Marketing Check up” to give you the opportunity to tell us about 
your business and your marketing.

We will review the confidential information you provide – research it, compare it to 
your competitors, and then share our findings with you. 

  WE CAN HELP YOU

Gain control of your marketing to generate more leads and close more sales

Get the strategy right so that you can implement targeted marketing tactics that 
get real results

Integrate a total online presence and lead generation funnel into your overall 
marketing plan above and beyond activating social media

This process is completely free – it gives both parties the opportunity to work together 
and determine if we are a good fit to work together on a larger project.

START YOUR MARKETING CHECK UP TODAY  
AND BOOK YOU 15 MINUTE DISCOVERY CALL HERE!

https://calendly.com/contentbox/15min

FIND OUT IF YOUR MARKETING IS CURRENTLY ON TRACK

Written by John Jantsch and Stacy Farrell

https://calendly.com/contentbox/15min


hello@contentbox.com.au

+612 9440 9369

www.contentbox.com.au

CONTACT US NOW!

Connect with us on LI

Like us on FB

Follow us on Instagram

https://www.instagram.com/content_box_au/
https://www.facebook.com/ContentBoxAU
https://www.linkedin.com/company/content-box-australia/

